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DISCLAIMER: There are both free and paid products recommended in this guide. You 
should assume that I gain a commission from any purchases you make of paid products in 
this guide. You should also know is that every tool recommended 
trialed and/or is extensively used 
here is NOT based on commission but because I genuinely believe them to be superb tools 
that will help you, save you a lot of time and potentially make you a lot of money, like
have for me. If you know of any other super tools I’ve missed
here (I’ve purposely chosen only a few from each category for brevity)
me at laura@ibrandboost.com
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should assume that I gain a commission from any purchases you make of paid products in 

should also know is that every tool recommended in this guide has been 
extensively used in my everyday business and my decision to include it in 

here is NOT based on commission but because I genuinely believe them to be superb tools 
that will help you, save you a lot of time and potentially make you a lot of money, like
have for me. If you know of any other super tools I’ve missed that don’t overlap with ones 
here (I’ve purposely chosen only a few from each category for brevity), feel free to e
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should assume that I gain a commission from any purchases you make of paid products in 
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here is NOT based on commission but because I genuinely believe them to be superb tools 
that will help you, save you a lot of time and potentially make you a lot of money, like they 
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Hi, I am Laura Wilson!
Welcome to Internet Business Super Tools 
 
Why this guide will be i
 
Quite simply, this guide
websites online today that will help you grow your 
profits and business online. Tools used by both small 
businesses and multi

are tried and tested over time
the time, effort and expense of trying to figure out the best online tools by 
yourself.  
 
I am a web geek. I have been in online business since 2008 
successful SEO/online branding services business, 
http://www.iBrandBoost.com/services
– http://www.AlkalineDietHealthTips.com
niche sites. I enjoy testing out lots of different tools and finding out which one 
is best and represents great value for money and high potential ROI. 
to your advantage by using this report as a handy resource.
 
This guide lists and reviews
help you grow and profit from an internet arm of your business that is as 
automated as possible. I have purposely 
sites, like Google, YouTube, Facebook, Foursquare, Twitter etc. Ones in h
are the lesser known tools and sites,
integrate well with the obvious ones.
 
I have recorded video reviews for some of the tools, which many people have
found useful and I hope you do too. Many of the super tools listed
have free trial periods so I suggest you get stuck st
for yourself. If you’re really savvy, you 
from using a super tool during the free trial period and then if you decide to 
buy it, it will have paid for itself 
 
Enjoy and profit my friend, 
Laura Wilson 
Owner & Founder, iBrand Boost
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Hi, I am Laura Wilson! 
elcome to Internet Business Super Tools 

Why this guide will be invaluable to you…

Quite simply, this guide lists the very best tools and 
websites online today that will help you grow your 
profits and business online. Tools used by both small 
businesses and multi-million dollar businesses alike, they 
over time to be absolute winners. The guide 

the time, effort and expense of trying to figure out the best online tools by 

I have been in online business since 2008 – running both a 
successful SEO/online branding services business, 
http://www.iBrandBoost.com/services and a niche-market health products site 
http://www.AlkalineDietHealthTips.com, as well as many affiliate product 

I enjoy testing out lots of different tools and finding out which one 
is best and represents great value for money and high potential ROI. 
to your advantage by using this report as a handy resource. 

This guide lists and reviews the crème-de-la-crème of internet super tools to 
and profit from an internet arm of your business that is as 

I have purposely excluded the obvious super tools and 
sites, like Google, YouTube, Facebook, Foursquare, Twitter etc. Ones in h

tools and sites, which are devastatingly good and 
well with the obvious ones. 

I have recorded video reviews for some of the tools, which many people have
I hope you do too. Many of the super tools listed

s so I suggest you get stuck straight in and test them out 
for yourself. If you’re really savvy, you can end up making considerable

tool during the free trial period and then if you decide to 
, it will have paid for itself ☺ 

Enjoy and profit my friend,  

Brand Boost & The Online Branding Academy
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, as well as many affiliate product 

I enjoy testing out lots of different tools and finding out which one 
is best and represents great value for money and high potential ROI. Use this 

rème of internet super tools to 
and profit from an internet arm of your business that is as 

the obvious super tools and 
sites, like Google, YouTube, Facebook, Foursquare, Twitter etc. Ones in here 

which are devastatingly good and 

I have recorded video reviews for some of the tools, which many people have 
I hope you do too. Many of the super tools listed are free or 

ight in and test them out 
an end up making considerable profits 

tool during the free trial period and then if you decide to 

& The Online Branding Academy  
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http://www.ibrandboost.com/
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Keyword Research 
 
Google Keyword Tool
Google’s free keyword research tool. I’d say this has been the most valuable 
tool in my online career, full stop. If you’re not using it already, get familiar with 
it quick smart and it’ll become your best online friend.
 
Market Samurai  
Hands down the best keyword, market and competition re
there. It’s a paid tool but will save you a l
is does manually  (hint: You definitely need to be doing this kind of market 
research else you could find yourself in the wrong market against monstrous 
competition and wondering why you’re making no money 3 years down the 
line).  

Website & Wordpress 
 
Hostgator 
Easy, cheap, reliable web hosting with unlimited e
plus 1-click Wordpress install. No brainer. Plus, if you use advanced auto
blogging platforms like Greg Jacobs’
other hosting accounts. If you don’t know what I’m talking about
sentence, ignore it ☺ 
 
Wordpress.org 
Wordpress.org (the self-hosted version) is an internet super tool 
view the best website platform out there hands down for following reasons: 
Ease of use, 1-click install, functionality, SEO, plug
capabilities and much more. I have not included Wordpress plugins in this guide 
because there are so many great ones and it really depends on what you 
require your site to do as to which ones will be good for you. 
 
Optimizepress 
Oh My God! No joke, when I discovered 
(no, not the vacuum guy lol)
unheard of, I thought this was the BEST DICOVERY I 
still think it is now and it has been absolutely pivotal in allowing me to set up a 
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Google Keyword Tool 
Google’s free keyword research tool. I’d say this has been the most valuable 
tool in my online career, full stop. If you’re not using it already, get familiar with 

ck smart and it’ll become your best online friend. 

Hands down the best keyword, market and competition research tool out 
paid tool but will save you a load of time and money in doing what 

ou definitely need to be doing this kind of market 
research else you could find yourself in the wrong market against monstrous 
competition and wondering why you’re making no money 3 years down the 

Website & Wordpress  

Easy, cheap, reliable web hosting with unlimited e-mails, storage, bandwidth etc. 
install. No brainer. Plus, if you use advanced auto
Greg Jacobs’ WP Mage, it’s fully compatible, unlike many 

other hosting accounts. If you don’t know what I’m talking about

hosted version) is an internet super tool 
view the best website platform out there hands down for following reasons: 

click install, functionality, SEO, plug-ins, integration
capabilities and much more. I have not included Wordpress plugins in this guide 
because there are so many great ones and it really depends on what you 
require your site to do as to which ones will be good for you.  

Oh My God! No joke, when I discovered this just after creator 
(no, not the vacuum guy lol) launched it and it was still pretty underground and 
unheard of, I thought this was the BEST DICOVERY I HAD MADE IN 2010! I 

has been absolutely pivotal in allowing me to set up a 

 

Google’s free keyword research tool. I’d say this has been the most valuable 
tool in my online career, full stop. If you’re not using it already, get familiar with 

ch tool out 
me and money in doing what 

ou definitely need to be doing this kind of market 
research else you could find yourself in the wrong market against monstrous 
competition and wondering why you’re making no money 3 years down the 

mails, storage, bandwidth etc. 
install. No brainer. Plus, if you use advanced auto-

WP Mage, it’s fully compatible, unlike many 
other hosting accounts. If you don’t know what I’m talking about in the last 

hosted version) is an internet super tool – it’s in my 
view the best website platform out there hands down for following reasons: 

ins, integration, marketing 
capabilities and much more. I have not included Wordpress plugins in this guide 
because there are so many great ones and it really depends on what you 

 

creator James Dyson 
launched it and it was still pretty underground and 

HAD MADE IN 2010! I 
has been absolutely pivotal in allowing me to set up a 

https://adwords.google.com/select/KeywordToolExternal
http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/marketsamurai
http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/hostgator
http://www.wordpress.org/
http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/optimizepress
http://www.ibrandboost.com/
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beautiful, simple, inexpensive product launch and membership site and will 
allow you to do the same. I cannot recommend this highly enough. Plus James i
a real peach and his customer support is second to none. Big respect to James
D, another shining example
a superb product you’ll love.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0xLhwvTI9NQ
 
Exit Splash 
Dave Guindon’s great and simple product that does one thing very well 
an exit pop up to your page: When someone clicks to exit the page you can 
then offer a downsell or free product before your prospect leaves your 
website forever. Exit pop ups, when used sparingly are very effective in 
increasing conversions and opt

Shopping Carts, E
 
Aweber 
There are many e-mail autoresponders out there, Aweber is tried tested, 
simple, reliable, vastly used and highly recommended by
owner and their granny and for good re
and will keep it simple for you 
years), it’s cost effective, simple and excellent at what is does. You can si
for a 30-day $1 trial too, so no risk if you don’t like it for any reason.
 
Office Autopilot 
Office Autopilot is an all-in
information marketers, experts, and coaches.
successful online business all under one roof 
product fulfillment, affiliate management, tracking and more. I
Autopilot and have actually created a whole website dedicated 
– I tested it against other market leaders when I was looking around for what 
to use in my own business, so thought I may as well do
read it here (there’s a YouTube video demo 
http://officeautopilotreview.org/
looking to get to the next level with your online business and not
leap into a full business system
 
1Shopping Cart 
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beautiful, simple, inexpensive product launch and membership site and will 
allow you to do the same. I cannot recommend this highly enough. Plus James i

his customer support is second to none. Big respect to James
ing example of a young UK marketer to hit it out the park

a superb product you’ll love. Check out my full OP video review here: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0xLhwvTI9NQ  

Dave Guindon’s great and simple product that does one thing very well 
t pop up to your page: When someone clicks to exit the page you can 

then offer a downsell or free product before your prospect leaves your 
website forever. Exit pop ups, when used sparingly are very effective in 
increasing conversions and opt-ins. A standard for your arsenal.

, E-mail & Business Systems 

mail autoresponders out there, Aweber is tried tested, 
simple, reliable, vastly used and highly recommended by every online business 
owner and their granny and for good reason too. I’ve tested and trial
and will keep it simple for you – go with Aweber (I’ve used it happily for 4 

, it’s cost effective, simple and excellent at what is does. You can si
day $1 trial too, so no risk if you don’t like it for any reason.

in-one business and marketing platform designed for 
marketers, experts, and coaches. It’s everything you need to run a 

successful online business all under one roof – lead capture & follow up, sales, 
product fulfillment, affiliate management, tracking and more. I really like Office 

ly created a whole website dedicated to a review of it
I tested it against other market leaders when I was looking around for what 

to use in my own business, so thought I may as well do a full review 
read it here (there’s a YouTube video demo too): 
http://officeautopilotreview.org/. It’s worth doing a 7-day free trial if you’re 
looking to get to the next level with your online business and not

full business system platform. 

 

beautiful, simple, inexpensive product launch and membership site and will 
allow you to do the same. I cannot recommend this highly enough. Plus James is 

his customer support is second to none. Big respect to James 
young UK marketer to hit it out the park with 

Check out my full OP video review here: 

Dave Guindon’s great and simple product that does one thing very well – adds 
t pop up to your page: When someone clicks to exit the page you can 

then offer a downsell or free product before your prospect leaves your 
website forever. Exit pop ups, when used sparingly are very effective in 

rd for your arsenal. 

& Business Systems  

mail autoresponders out there, Aweber is tried tested, 
every online business 

ason too. I’ve tested and trialed others 
(I’ve used it happily for 4 

, it’s cost effective, simple and excellent at what is does. You can sign up 
day $1 trial too, so no risk if you don’t like it for any reason. 

one business and marketing platform designed for 
It’s everything you need to run a 
lead capture & follow up, sales, 

really like Office 
to a review of it 

I tested it against other market leaders when I was looking around for what 
a full review – you can 

day free trial if you’re 
looking to get to the next level with your online business and not yet made the 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0xLhwvTI9NQ
http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/exitsplash
http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/aweber
http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/officeautopilot
http://officeautopilotreview.org/
http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/1shoppingcart
http://www.ibrandboost.com/
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Another all in one business platform 
Autopilot but a firm favourite with many marketers nonetheless. You can sign 
up for a $3.95 trial to see if it’s for you
 
Infusionsoft 
Yet another all in one business platform (I’ve included all the strong ones in this 
category as it’s such an important tool and you need to be aware of all the 
options open to you). Many people love Infusionsoft
system, some people find it complicated. I personally think Of
better bet but judge for yourself.
 
Fusion HQ 
Fusion HQ is the elusive business system. One minute it’s there and then you 
blink and it’s gone again like a vampire in the night (not that I’ve ever seen one 
of them but it’s a nice analogy maybe?): Fusion opens for a few weeks at 
lets a tranche of new customers in then closes again. So who knows if it will be 
open or not when you’re reading this now, it is worth but a try to check it out 
– it’s great business platform with drag and drop ease. Has all the usual 
suspects – membership site, affiliate management, sales funnel builder, 
testing/tracking and ‘hybrid’ autoresponder.
against Office Autopilot or Infusionsoft but a fair bit cheaper.
 
Premium Web Cart
Another very strong contender in the all
Cheaper than OA and Infusionsoft with great functionality, this new kid in the 
block is rising up the ranks. One thing I didn’t like is the lack of good trai
videos and membership site functionality is a bit lacking. However, their live 
support is great and they say membership site functionality 
soon. Again you can do a 30
depending in your needs. 
 
Nanacast 
This is the final complete business system recommended in this guide. Nanacast 
is Josh Anderson’s baby and it’s very comprehensive indeed. It includes a 
massive amount of features above and beyond some of the others 
payment gateway & ecommerce integration, advanced content delivery and 
coupon system, print on demand/shipping integration, making this a very 
worthy contender. It integrate
good training series on how to integrate the two 
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Autopilot but a firm favourite with many marketers nonetheless. You can sign 

e if it’s for you. 
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coupon system, print on demand/shipping integration, making this a very 
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is being upgraded 
day trial ($4.95) and thee are different price points 
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payment gateway & ecommerce integration, advanced content delivery and 
coupon system, print on demand/shipping integration, making this a very 

very well with Optimzepress and there is a 
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http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/infusionsoft
http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/fusionhq
http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/premiumwebcart
http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/nanacast
http://www.ibrandboost.com/
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funnel and processing combo. Nanacast is cheaper too than Infusionsoft and 
Office Autopilot. The training is pretty good, 
Interface is not quite as intuitiv
contender. 

Membership Site & Affiliate Management
 
Kajabi 
Andy Jenkins’ high end ‘unbreakable’ sales funnel and membership site platform
This really is for big product launches, with its main USP being that it hosts 
your stuff on super-fast servers and that it is infinitely scalable 
100,000 people visit your website on the day of a product launch, it isn’t going 
to crash. The big omission however is lack of affiliate management, but 
rumblings that it’s in the pipeline.  
 
Digital Access Pass 
Ravi Jayogopal and his wife Veena’s
management software. I use this for one of my membership sites and love it! 
has great training and support, takes a little bit of learning to start with (like all 
new systems though hey) but then is really very easy t
is that it’s a one-time payment, not recurring. So a one
unlimited site license is $297, which saves a lot of money compared to the 
$197 per month payment and membership site systems. I am not saying it’s t
best out there for ecommerce but it does have some major benefits and 
features – full PayPal and Clickbank integration, securing your membership 
content easily, Optimizepress integration (which means that for $264 you get a 
killer combo of the two! Make
green already), affiliate management, upsell tree, coupon system and more. If 
you’re looking for lower priced membership software, GO WITH DAP! In a fit 
of exuberance for this product, I recorded a review v
you can view it here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fEoV0cQO9gs
 
 
Clickbank 
The godfather site of affiliate marketing and info 
wonderful for a number of things: 1. Finding good quality lower priced digital 
training products (NB: thee are some turkeys out there so beware of the 
button, 10 minutes and you’ll be a millionaire’ 
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funnel and processing combo. Nanacast is cheaper too than Infusionsoft and 
training is pretty good, there are some great videos. 

uite as intuitive as OA and some others but it’s a very worthy 

Membership Site & Affiliate Management 

Andy Jenkins’ high end ‘unbreakable’ sales funnel and membership site platform
This really is for big product launches, with its main USP being that it hosts 

fast servers and that it is infinitely scalable –
100,000 people visit your website on the day of a product launch, it isn’t going 

h. The big omission however is lack of affiliate management, but 
rumblings that it’s in the pipeline.   

  
Ravi Jayogopal and his wife Veena’s brilliant membership and affiliate 
management software. I use this for one of my membership sites and love it! 
has great training and support, takes a little bit of learning to start with (like all 
new systems though hey) but then is really very easy to use. The beauty of this 

time payment, not recurring. So a one-site license is $167 or 
unlimited site license is $297, which saves a lot of money compared to the 
$197 per month payment and membership site systems. I am not saying it’s t
best out there for ecommerce but it does have some major benefits and 

full PayPal and Clickbank integration, securing your membership 
content easily, Optimizepress integration (which means that for $264 you get a 
killer combo of the two! Make 3 sales at $97 of your product and you’re in the 
green already), affiliate management, upsell tree, coupon system and more. If 
you’re looking for lower priced membership software, GO WITH DAP! In a fit 
of exuberance for this product, I recorded a review video of DAP one evening, 
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$197 per month payment and membership site systems. I am not saying it’s the 
best out there for ecommerce but it does have some major benefits and 

full PayPal and Clickbank integration, securing your membership 
content easily, Optimizepress integration (which means that for $264 you get a 

3 sales at $97 of your product and you’re in the 
green already), affiliate management, upsell tree, coupon system and more. If 
you’re looking for lower priced membership software, GO WITH DAP! In a fit 

ideo of DAP one evening, 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fEoV0cQO9gs  

product sales. This site is 
wonderful for a number of things: 1. Finding good quality lower priced digital 
training products (NB: thee are some turkeys out there so beware of the ‘push 

type hypey products (although 

http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/kajabi
http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/digitalaccesspass
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fEoV0cQO9gs
http://www.clickbank.com/
http://www.ibrandboost.com/
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CB is clamping down on these), such as George Brown’s Google Sniper (see 
the above training section) 2. Finding affiliate products to sell and make a high 
commission from 3. Selling your own product and finding a small army of 
affiliates to help YOU make sales. Also, 
more advanced search of the CB marketplace.  

Design  
 
Wow Minisite Design
Great, cheap, quick place to buy beautiful mini site (i.e. sales page
in HTML format) design from. You can choose to have ecover graphics done, 
affiliate banners, header logos and more. It’s one of the cheapest and most high 
quality sites for complete design out
good too – I had a number of alterations I wanted done to the design and they 
accommodated all and made the changes very quickly and with no extra charge.
 
Fan Page Boost 
One of my products – it’s complete fan page for business custom design, done 
the RIGHT way. Watch my free training video here on how to create an 
optimized Facebook business page 
 
99 Designs  
‘Crowdsourced’ logo, business card, banner design. You submit your specs and 
how much you want to pay and then many designers submit their 
contest. You choose and only pay for the design you want. Simple and it means 
you get to look at a lot of different ideas before you have to choose one.
 
Adobe CS5.5  
The designer and video editor’s essential collection. Photoshop, Illustrator, 
InDesign, Acrobat Pro, Flash, Dreamweaver, Fireworks, Premiere, After Effects, 
Media Encoder. If you like to do this creative side of business yourself or you 
need it for your staff, Adobe CS5.5 (ne
the link here for a good discount.
Cut My Pic 
Free online tool which can resize, crop, round corners of and add shadow to 
your pictures. Very simple useful. 
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CB is clamping down on these), such as George Brown’s Google Sniper (see 
the above training section) 2. Finding affiliate products to sell and make a high 
commission from 3. Selling your own product and finding a small army of 

make sales. Also, http://www.cbengine.com
more advanced search of the CB marketplace.   

Wow Minisite Design 
place to buy beautiful mini site (i.e. sales page

) design from. You can choose to have ecover graphics done, 
affiliate banners, header logos and more. It’s one of the cheapest and most high 
quality sites for complete design out there that I’ve found and used. Support is 

I had a number of alterations I wanted done to the design and they 
accommodated all and made the changes very quickly and with no extra charge.

it’s complete fan page for business custom design, done 
the RIGHT way. Watch my free training video here on how to create an 
optimized Facebook business page http://www.iBrandBoost.com/fan

‘Crowdsourced’ logo, business card, banner design. You submit your specs and 
how much you want to pay and then many designers submit their 
contest. You choose and only pay for the design you want. Simple and it means 
you get to look at a lot of different ideas before you have to choose one.

eo editor’s essential collection. Photoshop, Illustrator, 
InDesign, Acrobat Pro, Flash, Dreamweaver, Fireworks, Premiere, After Effects, 
Media Encoder. If you like to do this creative side of business yourself or you 
need it for your staff, Adobe CS5.5 (new and updated version) is a must. 

for a good discount. 

Free online tool which can resize, crop, round corners of and add shadow to 
your pictures. Very simple useful. http://www.picresize.com is also a great free 

 

CB is clamping down on these), such as George Brown’s Google Sniper (see 
the above training section) 2. Finding affiliate products to sell and make a high 
commission from 3. Selling your own product and finding a small army of 

http://www.cbengine.com is good for a 

place to buy beautiful mini site (i.e. sales page/funnel site – 
) design from. You can choose to have ecover graphics done, 

affiliate banners, header logos and more. It’s one of the cheapest and most high 
there that I’ve found and used. Support is 

I had a number of alterations I wanted done to the design and they 
accommodated all and made the changes very quickly and with no extra charge. 

it’s complete fan page for business custom design, done 
the RIGHT way. Watch my free training video here on how to create an 

http://www.iBrandBoost.com/fan-page-boost  

‘Crowdsourced’ logo, business card, banner design. You submit your specs and 
how much you want to pay and then many designers submit their entries in a 
contest. You choose and only pay for the design you want. Simple and it means 
you get to look at a lot of different ideas before you have to choose one. 

eo editor’s essential collection. Photoshop, Illustrator, 
InDesign, Acrobat Pro, Flash, Dreamweaver, Fireworks, Premiere, After Effects, 
Media Encoder. If you like to do this creative side of business yourself or you 

w and updated version) is a must. Use 

Free online tool which can resize, crop, round corners of and add shadow to 
is also a great free 

http://www.cbengine.com/
http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/wowminisites
http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/wowminisites
http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/fanpageboost
http://www.ibrandboost.com/fan-page-boost
http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/99designs
http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/adobe
http://www.cutmypic.com/
http://www.picresize.com/
http://www.ibrandboost.com/
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image resizer with more resizing options and can produce black and white 
images too.  
 
My eCover Maker 
Easy and cheap ebook cover maker. Upload your images and ceate great 3D 
ecovers for CDs, DVDs, ebooks, manuals, iPod videos and more. 40 designs to 
choose from. Great if you have just a few covers that you want to make quickly 
and  cheaply yourself. You know, by
opt-in page, even for a downloadable product, it increases conversions greatly. 
Well worth having them. 

Video Marketing & Webinars
 
Animoto 
Brilliant video creation software, free version or paid (unbranded and more 
video options and music). Create beautiful
for promoting your or your clients’ websites. You can easily make back the 
price of this service by doing video
free stock photo images to use with Animoto at 
 
Evergreen Business System
This is Mike Filsaime’s new and 
webinars. I have been anticipating and waiting for someone to create this 
software for 2 years now so needless to say I pounced on this during its initial 
launch and suggest you go and get it too. Now there are other au
webinar services out there but this knocks the absolute socks off all the others, 
plus it’s a one-time payment, not monthly recurring. 
highly if you do them right. I regularly have 10
sales made through webinars and have had as high as 44% on one webinar in 
2009! This software allows you to upload a video or webinar and run it on 
automation to your prospects several times per day/week/month etc and with 
automatic e-mail follow up and a whole host of o
check it out right now! Mike makes $300k per month with this. I’m sure us 
mere internet mortals could do something profitable with it too 
 
Easy Video Player  
This is Josh Bartlett’s great video marketing software. It makes uploading we
and iPhone/iPad/smart phone
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image resizer with more resizing options and can produce black and white 

nd cheap ebook cover maker. Upload your images and ceate great 3D 
ecovers for CDs, DVDs, ebooks, manuals, iPod videos and more. 40 designs to 
choose from. Great if you have just a few covers that you want to make quickly 
and  cheaply yourself. You know, by having a 3D ecover image on your sales or 

in page, even for a downloadable product, it increases conversions greatly. 
 

Video Marketing & Webinars 

video creation software, free version or paid (unbranded and more 
video options and music). Create beautiful, simple videos in under 10 minutes 
for promoting your or your clients’ websites. You can easily make back the 
price of this service by doing videos for local businesses. Extra tip: Get great 
free stock photo images to use with Animoto at http://www.sxc.hu

Evergreen Business System 
This is Mike Filsaime’s new and awesome product offering – automated 

rs. I have been anticipating and waiting for someone to create this 
software for 2 years now so needless to say I pounced on this during its initial 
launch and suggest you go and get it too. Now there are other au
webinar services out there but this knocks the absolute socks off all the others, 

time payment, not monthly recurring. Webinars convert VE
o them right. I regularly have 10-20% conversions of product 
ugh webinars and have had as high as 44% on one webinar in 

2009! This software allows you to upload a video or webinar and run it on 
automation to your prospects several times per day/week/month etc and with 

mail follow up and a whole host of other amazing features. Go 
check it out right now! Mike makes $300k per month with this. I’m sure us 
mere internet mortals could do something profitable with it too 

 
is Josh Bartlett’s great video marketing software. It makes uploading we

and iPhone/iPad/smart phone-ready video a cinch! If you’ve done any kind of 

 

image resizer with more resizing options and can produce black and white 

nd cheap ebook cover maker. Upload your images and ceate great 3D 
ecovers for CDs, DVDs, ebooks, manuals, iPod videos and more. 40 designs to 
choose from. Great if you have just a few covers that you want to make quickly 

having a 3D ecover image on your sales or 
in page, even for a downloadable product, it increases conversions greatly. 

video creation software, free version or paid (unbranded and more 
simple videos in under 10 minutes 

for promoting your or your clients’ websites. You can easily make back the 
Extra tip: Get great 

http://www.sxc.hu  

automated 
rs. I have been anticipating and waiting for someone to create this 

software for 2 years now so needless to say I pounced on this during its initial 
launch and suggest you go and get it too. Now there are other automated 
webinar services out there but this knocks the absolute socks off all the others, 

Webinars convert VERY 
20% conversions of product 

ugh webinars and have had as high as 44% on one webinar in 
2009! This software allows you to upload a video or webinar and run it on 
automation to your prospects several times per day/week/month etc and with 

ther amazing features. Go 
check it out right now! Mike makes $300k per month with this. I’m sure us 
mere internet mortals could do something profitable with it too ☺ 

is Josh Bartlett’s great video marketing software. It makes uploading web 
ready video a cinch! If you’ve done any kind of 

http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/myecovermaker
http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/animoto
http://www.sxc.hu/
http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/ebs
http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/easyvideoplayer
http://www.ibrandboost.com/
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video marketing outside of YouTube, you’ll know that trying to host on 
Amazon S3 and integrating with you
complicated. This makes the whole process easy and very centralized. Plus you 
can split test videos, track sales and add timed ‘buy now’ buttons (e.g. to 
appear 17 minutes into a video sales presentation). Again
payment so well worth the money. It will save you a lot of time, headaches and 
will likely increase your conversions and video playing
prevents people form downloading your videos withou
 
Dim Dim 
Since GoToWebinar hiked its prices up as much as $499 per MONTH(!), I 
switched to DimDim for delivering live webinars. It has some cool functionality 
and is great for online meetings and presentation
days with no credit card needed. HINT: For a truly passive online income, use 
Dim Dim to record a live webinar and then use the recording to run 
automated webinars forever more with Evergreen Business System (see 
previous review)…while you reach for another pina colada on a remote beach 
somewhere lol.  

Social Media Automation Tools 
 
Social Oomph 
A great online tools for automating and scheduling status updates for 
Facebook, Twitter etc and building targeted followers to your profiles. The free 
version has some good featu
worth it if you’re managing mul
  
Tweet Adder  
Tweet Adder software is awesome. I built a targeted Twitter following to over 
10,000 in a matter of weeks, no sweat. I use Twitter 
help build my e-mail lists –
out-trump all others on my view.
status updates, direct messages and 
such as ‘follow all followers of xxx’ 
competitors or other big cheeses in your marketplace. It is very powerful, 
you’ll love it! The only downside is that your computer needs to be on and 
running the software for it
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video marketing outside of YouTube, you’ll know that trying to host on 
Amazon S3 and integrating with your website (even if it’s Wordpress) is pretty 
complicated. This makes the whole process easy and very centralized. Plus you 
can split test videos, track sales and add timed ‘buy now’ buttons (e.g. to 
appear 17 minutes into a video sales presentation). Again, it’s a one
payment so well worth the money. It will save you a lot of time, headaches and 
will likely increase your conversions and video playing functionality. It also 

m downloading your videos without your permission.

Since GoToWebinar hiked its prices up as much as $499 per MONTH(!), I 
switched to DimDim for delivering live webinars. It has some cool functionality 
and is great for online meetings and presentations. You can get it free for 30 
days with no credit card needed. HINT: For a truly passive online income, use 
Dim Dim to record a live webinar and then use the recording to run 
automated webinars forever more with Evergreen Business System (see 

ew)…while you reach for another pina colada on a remote beach 

Social Media Automation Tools  

A great online tools for automating and scheduling status updates for 
Facebook, Twitter etc and building targeted followers to your profiles. The free 

good features. The professional version is $29.97 
worth it if you’re managing multiple social media accounts and client accounts.

Tweet Adder software is awesome. I built a targeted Twitter following to over 
10,000 in a matter of weeks, no sweat. I use Twitter to gain subscribers and 

– free traffic ☺ This is the one social media tool to 
trump all others on my view. Like Social Oomph, you can pre

status updates, direct messages and replies. It has some very powerful feature
such as ‘follow all followers of xxx’ – so you can gain followers f
competitors or other big cheeses in your marketplace. It is very powerful, 
you’ll love it! The only downside is that your computer needs to be on and 

software for it to be active. Whereas Social Oomph is cloud based 

 

video marketing outside of YouTube, you’ll know that trying to host on 
r website (even if it’s Wordpress) is pretty 

complicated. This makes the whole process easy and very centralized. Plus you 
can split test videos, track sales and add timed ‘buy now’ buttons (e.g. to 

, it’s a one-time 
payment so well worth the money. It will save you a lot of time, headaches and 

functionality. It also 
t your permission.  

Since GoToWebinar hiked its prices up as much as $499 per MONTH(!), I 
switched to DimDim for delivering live webinars. It has some cool functionality 

s. You can get it free for 30 
days with no credit card needed. HINT: For a truly passive online income, use 
Dim Dim to record a live webinar and then use the recording to run 
automated webinars forever more with Evergreen Business System (see 

ew)…while you reach for another pina colada on a remote beach 

A great online tools for automating and scheduling status updates for 
Facebook, Twitter etc and building targeted followers to your profiles. The free 

he professional version is $29.97 – well 
tiple social media accounts and client accounts. 

Tweet Adder software is awesome. I built a targeted Twitter following to over 
to gain subscribers and 

This is the one social media tool to 
Like Social Oomph, you can pre-schedule 

. It has some very powerful features, 
rs from your 

competitors or other big cheeses in your marketplace. It is very powerful, 
you’ll love it! The only downside is that your computer needs to be on and 

ocial Oomph is cloud based 

http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/dimdim
http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/socialoomph
http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/tweetadder
http://www.ibrandboost.com/
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so you set it going and then it runs online and whether your computer is on or 
not. 
 
Ping.fm 
The free online tool that allow you to update all of yo
up to 40 of them all from one place), useful for creating backlinks and driving 
free and viral social media traffic. HINT: You can buy a gig on Fiverr to set up 
all of your profiles that Pin
log into Ping then and update your status once and it ‘pings’ them all like a mini 
military operation ;-) 

SEO & Link Building 
 
Submit Your Article
SYA is by far the best article submitter
optimized article, submit it to SYA, they ‘spin’ it into many different unique 
articles and submit to many of the top article directories out there like Article 
Alley, Ezine Articles etc. This is MUCH better than some arti
software because it’s real people doing the submitting manually and drips 
content out to the web in
traditionally a very good way to generate free traffic to your website. Google is 
putting less emphasis nowadays on backlinks from articles but article marketing 
still has a prominent place
generate some solid long-
 
SE Nuke 
I do not personally use SE Nuke
who do and have had terrific results f
search engine optimisation (SEO). It does everything from niche research to 
social network optimization to social bookmarking to video marketing to press 
release submission. It’s very comprehensive and is a premium product, 
therefore not for everyone. But for $67 per month, you’ll see some major 
shifts in your website rankings (provid
is all in SE Nuke) 
 
 
SEOPressor  
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so you set it going and then it runs online and whether your computer is on or 

The free online tool that allow you to update all of your social networ
m one place), useful for creating backlinks and driving 

free and viral social media traffic. HINT: You can buy a gig on Fiverr to set up 
all of your profiles that Ping.fm uses – this will save you about 2 ho

ing then and update your status once and it ‘pings’ them all like a mini 

SEO & Link Building  

Submit Your Article 
SYA is by far the best article submitter out there. You write one keyword
optimized article, submit it to SYA, they ‘spin’ it into many different unique 
articles and submit to many of the top article directories out there like Article 
Alley, Ezine Articles etc. This is MUCH better than some article submitting 
software because it’s real people doing the submitting manually and drips 

to the web in a natural fashion. Therefore very white hat and 
way to generate free traffic to your website. Google is 

s emphasis nowadays on backlinks from articles but article marketing 
prominent place nonetheless. I’d say use it for a few months to 

-term article backlinks and then review it.

I do not personally use SE Nuke on an ongoing basis but know many people 
terrific results from it. It’s the grand-daddy of 

search engine optimisation (SEO). It does everything from niche research to 
al network optimization to social bookmarking to video marketing to press 

release submission. It’s very comprehensive and is a premium product, 
therefore not for everyone. But for $67 per month, you’ll see some major 
shifts in your website rankings (provided you do your market research, which 

 

so you set it going and then it runs online and whether your computer is on or 

ur social networks (like 
m one place), useful for creating backlinks and driving 

free and viral social media traffic. HINT: You can buy a gig on Fiverr to set up 
out 2 hours. You just 

ing then and update your status once and it ‘pings’ them all like a mini 

out there. You write one keyword-
optimized article, submit it to SYA, they ‘spin’ it into many different unique 
articles and submit to many of the top article directories out there like Article 

cle submitting 
software because it’s real people doing the submitting manually and drips 

natural fashion. Therefore very white hat and 
way to generate free traffic to your website. Google is 

s emphasis nowadays on backlinks from articles but article marketing 
I’d say use it for a few months to 

and then review it. 

but know many people 
daddy of automated 

search engine optimisation (SEO). It does everything from niche research to 
al network optimization to social bookmarking to video marketing to press 

release submission. It’s very comprehensive and is a premium product, 
therefore not for everyone. But for $67 per month, you’ll see some major 

ed you do your market research, which 

http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/pingfm
http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/sya
http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/senuke
http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/seopressor
http://www.ibrandboost.com/
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I love SEOPressor!!!!!!!! It’s a plug
recently discovered. Hey how come no one to
fact I was actually browsing at programmers on Elance to see about getting this 
plug-in made when lo and behold I found there was already one out there 
Ok, here’s what it does: You type in the keyword that you want to focu
blog post or page around and it gives you a score as you type as to how well 
optimized the page is around that keyword. It shows what you need to do to 
improve the score to as near to 100% as possible. This is wonderful for big 
corporate websites and smaller niche websites alik
super tool is in outsourcing: W
teaching someone the ins and outs of search engine optimization, you just 
install the plug-in, give your article writer the key
new blog post with a SEOPressor score of 80%+ and they’
A keyword-optimised article ready to help you rise in search engine rankings
 
Link Dominators  
Backlinking packages to improve your website’s search engine rankings. It’s like 
hiring an outsourcer to create social bookmarks, blog comments, RSS 
submissions and pings etc 
forget and a lot cheaper too. LD guarantees at least 640 backlinks built per 
month and many more for the more expensive packages. A very useful service 
and highly affordable way to do some backlinking and
chained to your computer and lur
 
SocialAdr 
Similar to Link Dominators but cheaper and based solely around creating 
backlinks form social media 
results using this for some of my micro niche affiliate sites and some of my 
clients’ local sites. 

Print on Demand Product Fulfillment & Shipping 
 
Café Press  
Create your own custom T
a whole store with custom merchandise 
branding or a other popular designs that you think will sell well.
 
Lulu  
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I love SEOPressor!!!!!!!! It’s a plug-in for Wordpress that I’ve only relatively 
recently discovered. Hey how come no one told me about this before lol? In 
fact I was actually browsing at programmers on Elance to see about getting this 

in made when lo and behold I found there was already one out there 
You type in the keyword that you want to focu

blog post or page around and it gives you a score as you type as to how well 
optimized the page is around that keyword. It shows what you need to do to 
improve the score to as near to 100% as possible. This is wonderful for big 

d smaller niche websites alike. The real beauty of this 
super tool is in outsourcing: Without having to hire a top SEO expert or 
teaching someone the ins and outs of search engine optimization, you just 

in, give your article writer the keyword and get them to write a 
new blog post with a SEOPressor score of 80%+ and they’ll do it easily. BAM! 

optimised article ready to help you rise in search engine rankings

Backlinking packages to improve your website’s search engine rankings. It’s like 
hiring an outsourcer to create social bookmarks, blog comments, RSS 

 but without having to manage anyone 
forget and a lot cheaper too. LD guarantees at least 640 backlinks built per 
month and many more for the more expensive packages. A very useful service 
and highly affordable way to do some backlinking and SEO (without you being 
chained to your computer and lurking in forums all day lol). 

Similar to Link Dominators but cheaper and based solely around creating 
backlinks form social media sites and social bookmarking. I’ve had some great 
results using this for some of my micro niche affiliate sites and some of my 

Print on Demand Product Fulfillment & Shipping 

Create your own custom T-shirts, mugs, iPhone cases, cards… You can create 
a whole store with custom merchandise – either with your own business 
branding or a other popular designs that you think will sell well.

 

in for Wordpress that I’ve only relatively 
ld me about this before lol? In 

fact I was actually browsing at programmers on Elance to see about getting this 
in made when lo and behold I found there was already one out there ☺ 

You type in the keyword that you want to focus your 
blog post or page around and it gives you a score as you type as to how well 
optimized the page is around that keyword. It shows what you need to do to 
improve the score to as near to 100% as possible. This is wonderful for big 

e. The real beauty of this 
thout having to hire a top SEO expert or 

teaching someone the ins and outs of search engine optimization, you just 
word and get them to write a 

ll do it easily. BAM! 
optimised article ready to help you rise in search engine rankings ☺ 

Backlinking packages to improve your website’s search engine rankings. It’s like 
hiring an outsourcer to create social bookmarks, blog comments, RSS 

but without having to manage anyone – it’s set-and-
forget and a lot cheaper too. LD guarantees at least 640 backlinks built per 
month and many more for the more expensive packages. A very useful service 

SEO (without you being 

Similar to Link Dominators but cheaper and based solely around creating 
sites and social bookmarking. I’ve had some great 

results using this for some of my micro niche affiliate sites and some of my 

Print on Demand Product Fulfillment & Shipping  

shirts, mugs, iPhone cases, cards… You can create 
either with your own business 

branding or a other popular designs that you think will sell well. 

http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/linkdominators
http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/socialadr
http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/cafepress
http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/lulu
http://www.ibrandboost.com/
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Brilliant print-on-demand book printing & self
lowered the barrier to entry into self
straight out to your customers and feed into an Amazon listing for fu
automation. 
 
Vervanté  
High quality on-demand publishing and distribution. You can produce and send 
DVDs, CDs, training materials, books, cards and more. Great quality and lots 
of options. 
 
Kunaki  
Kunaki is a print-on-demand machine, literally. It will print your CDs/DVDs, 
shrink wrap in a plastic case with a colour cover, add 
anywhere in the world (bar a few cou
Pretty amazing really. Kunaki do just this one thing and they do it very well. 
There is no real customer service centre, it’s just a print machine. That said, 
they do resolve any issues you may have quickly and eff
doesn’t turn up, they’ll ship out a new one, no questions asked.
cheaper than Vervante so it’s swings and roundabouts 
customer service and more options to print manuals and books too, Vervante 
may be your best bet. Otherwise, Kunaki is awesome 

Outsourcing & Systematising 
 
123 Employee  
Daven Michaels’ great outsourcing service based in the Philippines. 
many aspects of internet marketing, business and social media and all with great 
levels of written and spoken English, you can hire an outsourcer for around 
$6/£3.50 per hour to do a whole plethora of tasks for you. This will free up 
your time to work ON your business not IN it (check out Michael Gerber’s 
The E-Myth for more on this) and will most likely increase your bottom line 
sales. You can get ‘Outsource This’ a 100
site – it’s free and well worth checking 
 
 
 
 
SugarSync  
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demand book printing & self-publishing house. 
lowered the barrier to entry into self-publishing. You can even ship books 
straight out to your customers and feed into an Amazon listing for fu

demand publishing and distribution. You can produce and send 
DVDs, CDs, training materials, books, cards and more. Great quality and lots 

demand machine, literally. It will print your CDs/DVDs, 
shrink wrap in a plastic case with a colour cover, add a UPS bar code
anywhere in the world (bar a few country restrictions) for $5.20 (around £3)! 
Pretty amazing really. Kunaki do just this one thing and they do it very well. 
There is no real customer service centre, it’s just a print machine. That said, 
they do resolve any issues you may have quickly and efficiently. E.g. if a CD 
doesn’t turn up, they’ll ship out a new one, no questions asked. 
cheaper than Vervante so it’s swings and roundabouts – if you want greater 
customer service and more options to print manuals and books too, Vervante 

our best bet. Otherwise, Kunaki is awesome ☺ 

Outsourcing & Systematising  

Daven Michaels’ great outsourcing service based in the Philippines. 
many aspects of internet marketing, business and social media and all with great 
levels of written and spoken English, you can hire an outsourcer for around 
$6/£3.50 per hour to do a whole plethora of tasks for you. This will free up 

o work ON your business not IN it (check out Michael Gerber’s 
Myth for more on this) and will most likely increase your bottom line 

sales. You can get ‘Outsource This’ a 100-page guide to outsourcing from the 
it’s free and well worth checking out. Go grab it! ☺ 

 

 Lulu has truly 
publishing. You can even ship books 

straight out to your customers and feed into an Amazon listing for further 

demand publishing and distribution. You can produce and send 
DVDs, CDs, training materials, books, cards and more. Great quality and lots 

demand machine, literally. It will print your CDs/DVDs, 
a UPS bar code and ship 

ntry restrictions) for $5.20 (around £3)! 
Pretty amazing really. Kunaki do just this one thing and they do it very well. 
There is no real customer service centre, it’s just a print machine. That said, 

iciently. E.g. if a CD 
 Kunaki is 

if you want greater 
customer service and more options to print manuals and books too, Vervante 

Daven Michaels’ great outsourcing service based in the Philippines. Trained in 
many aspects of internet marketing, business and social media and all with great 
levels of written and spoken English, you can hire an outsourcer for around 
$6/£3.50 per hour to do a whole plethora of tasks for you. This will free up 

o work ON your business not IN it (check out Michael Gerber’s 
Myth for more on this) and will most likely increase your bottom line 

page guide to outsourcing from the 

http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/vervante
http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/kunaki
http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/123employee
http://theonlinebrandingacademy.com/sugarsync
http://www.ibrandboost.com/
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SugarSync is a very convenient way to back up and access files anywhere 
anytime. It supports multiple devices and platforms (Mac, PC iPhone etc) and 
continuously automates secure backup of files, unlimited multi
seamless file sharing and folder collaboration features. It’s much cheaper than 
Drop Box and much better in my view. I geekily spent a while trailing a lot of 
cloud-based back up services 
DropBox and found it to be superior in terms of simplicity, price, security, 
functionality and robustness. Go
 
Fiverr 
If you want a man in Orego
birthday to your sister and send you a video of it, then 
the place to go lol. It’s the site where people all over 
expertise will do random and not so random things (like SEO, social media 
marketing, video editing etc) for a mere $5, that’s like 3 English pounds. At that 
price how can you really go wrong? I have bought some MARVELLOUS ‘gigs’ 
on Fiverr that I’ve used to 
business. As I am writing t
iBrand Boost logo on the si
verified Gmail accounts for my clients 
friend!  
 
Basecamp 
Fantastic project management software service. Great way to collaborate with 
your outsourcers and clients on work projects and tasks. You can assign tasks 
to different people with dates and follow ups, create project templates. This 
makes adding new clients into your business really simple and with efficient 
follow through. Share files, communicate and collaborate about an item or 
topic and much more. This will save you
multiple customers, a service
different components to get done. You really have to give Basecamp a spin to 
see all of the great things it does 
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based back up services – Mozy, BackBlaze, Carbonite, as well as 
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Oregon to dress up in a hotdog costume, sing happy 
birthday to your sister and send you a video of it, then you’re in luck…

. It’s the site where people all over the world with all sorts of 
will do random and not so random things (like SEO, social media 

marketing, video editing etc) for a mere $5, that’s like 3 English pounds. At that 
price how can you really go wrong? I have bought some MARVELLOUS ‘gigs’ 
on Fiverr that I’ve used to provide MASSIVE value to my clients and my 
business. As I am writing this, I have a man in Chicago driving around with my 
iBrand Boost logo on the side of his care for a month someone else creating 20 
verified Gmail accounts for my clients ☺ Use and profit from it 

Fantastic project management software service. Great way to collaborate with 
your outsourcers and clients on work projects and tasks. You can assign tasks 

people with dates and follow ups, create project templates. This 
makes adding new clients into your business really simple and with efficient 
follow through. Share files, communicate and collaborate about an item or 
topic and much more. This will save you a lot of time and hassle if you have 
multiple customers, a service-based business and/or have a project with lots of 
different components to get done. You really have to give Basecamp a spin to 
see all of the great things it does – there’s a 30-day free trial on all accounts. 
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Local Marketing 
 
Google Places 
Ok, if you’re a local business 
deal: Google lists and ranks your business location for free 
you simply have to claim it as your listing and then add extra info such as 
opening hours, website, photos etc. All the
results is done for you, thank you Google, so go claim yours now. 
only a small percentage of business owners have claimed their Places page, be 
one of the savvy ones. You can get your customers to leave a review 
will improve your listing and rakings.
 
Free Index 
Great local business directory (UK based)
Google for your brand name and less competitive keywords, without any 
additional SEO. It has lots of features and you can add discount vouchers, map 
location, videos, photos and customers can write reviews. Here’s the kicker: 
Any reviews your clients and customers write in Free Index get scraped and 
added to your Google Places listing. This is VERY powerful! HINT: Encourage 
your customers to write reviews on Free Index and Q
boost your local SEO. See 
functionality and features. 
 
Qype 
Another great free local business directory (UK based)
added to your Google Places page.

Mobile Marketing
 
txtNation 
You know that the whole web is going mobile right? In fact, some have gone as 
far as to say the death of the web is imminent and the mobile internet is to 
become king. Inevitable really
tablets and apps galore. So, we need to be ahead of the game 
out and implementing some mobile marketing and mobile billing options for 
your business now. txtNation offers a fantasti
market and monetise via mobile. I recently interviewed
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Michael Whelan about the benefits of mobile billing and marketing, check it out 
here:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jTVgby6KrSM
 
JunglePay 
JunglePay offers a plug-and
website and mobile device. You can add a payment widget to your Wordpress 
website and it dynamically changes language and currency to wherever your 
buyer is located – a major advantage over PayPal or credit card. Also, mobile 
payment conversion rates tend to be through the roof compared to credit 
card. JunglePay report as high as 90% conversion rates for this type of payment 
platform! Phenomenal.  

Customer Service
 
Zendesk 
Great web-based customer service software, from as little as $9 per month
Lots of functionality including knowledge base, support community and 
ticketing system.  
 
Training  & Learning 
 
Site Build It! 
SBI (also called SiteSell) is like the university of online marketing. If you want a 
course and web platform that is 100% rock solid and as thorough and white
as it gets, based on well search engine optimized niche websites, you should 
definitely check it out. Whilst around 90% of online marketers in general fail to 
make a substantial income online, SBI
original Alkaline Diet site on this platform and have been very pleased with its 
results http://www.alkalinediethealthtips.com
 
Audible 
Ok, not strictly an internet
vast array of audio books. Forget Harry Potter, go to the business and personal 
development sections and grab some books in your niche market or for your 
own development. You can get through whole books in
rather than weeks, months or years if you’re anything like me with reading. I 
guarantee if you listen to 5 of the top books in your market, you’ll be a top 
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expert because most people just don’t take the time to do this. Sign up for a 14
day free trial and grab a book today.
 
$5k Mastermind 
One of my friend and business mentor Mark Anastasi’s membership site which 
shows you all things related to making money on Facebook and us
power of this social media giant for business. You can get a full 30 day trial for a 
mere $4.95, which is an absolute steal for all the content you get! There’s an 
array of reports, training videos and live seminar footage 
presentation by yours truly at Mark’s Ultimate Facebook Marketing Seminar 
held in London in January 2011 
 
Mobile Monopoly 
Young Adam Horowitz’s great course on mobile marketing using pay
ad platforms. You can use this for advertising your own products and websites 
and also affiliate offers. Good to get in on the power of mobile marketing now 
whilst it’s still pretty cheap and unsaturated with advertisers. Plus, the web in 
general is going mobile, so this course will put you ahead of the game.
 
Google Sniper  
Another bright young spark’s course. This time it’s the rather suave UK 
marketer George Brown with his outstanding course Google Sniper, which is 
pretty much all you need to know to succeed with affiliate marketing. I have 
used this course to make a consid
basically put up ‘set and forget’ mini websites promoting affiliate offers. George 
walks you through step-by
maximum traffic and sales. If you buy one Clickbank
make it this one if you haven’t already got it.
 
iBrand Boost 
Grab my free Online Branding & Social Media Marketing Kit now if you haven’t 
already. It includes in-depth video training an
Online Branding, which you can use as your online blueprint guide for success.
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